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Mediterra Capital: The power of 
local expertise and connections  
After years making private equity investments in the US, across Europe 
and Turkey on behalf of global alternative investment firm KKR and the 
private equity division of investment bank Lehman Brothers, Ahmet 
Faralyali and Murat Erkurt decided to go it alone. In 2010, they co-founded 
Mediterra Capital. 

Since then, the firm has grown into one of the leading private equity firms 
in Turkey focusing on the mid-market and SME sector. 

Navigating Challenges 
The co-founders’ international private equity investment experience has 
been invaluable to the firm’s growth. But it is the team’s local expertise 
and connections that has also enabled the firm to navigate some of the 
challenges of investing in and running due diligence on Turkish companies. 

“Being local, and having a local team who is well connected in Turkey, 
makes a big difference because you can learn a lot from a target’s 
suppliers, customers and competitors if you know who to talk to and how 
to talk to them,” says Faralyali. “If you don’t know how to do this, you will 
get standard answers to your questions, which does not allow you, as an 
investor, to get to the truth.”

Part of the difficulty in obtaining a full and clear picture is a lack of 
accurate and reliable financial information on companies, especially 
among smaller companies, says Faralyali. “If this improves, it would make 
it easier and more efficient for us to screen companies and run due 
diligence,” he says. 
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Digging Deeper 
As it stands, however, due diligence does take more time than in 
Europe. And that, for investors such as Mediterra, is partly because, in 
addition to the due diligence advisers conduct, they often have to 
“dig deeper into the audited figures” to better understand a 
company’s finances.

“This means relying less on advisers and doing more of the work 
yourself, which makes the whole due diligence process longer from 
start to finish. If the diligence is completed within three months on 
average in Europe, it probably takes six to nine months here,” he says.

On the flip side, Faralyali says that by the time they buy a business 
they know “everything about it, inside and out.” As a result, “there are 
rarely any surprises, which means we can get going managing the 
business we’ve invested in on day one.”

An important aspect to that is understanding the culture of the business 
that has been acquired, and making changes to it where necessary.  

“For us, as a private equity investor, this factor is very important,” says 
Faralyali. “We have our own professional culture that we are keen for 
companies we invest in and mange to reflect. In general, though, 
Turkish companies don’t tend to place as much importance on 
understanding and addressing cultural issues in an acquisition.” 

ABOUT MEDITERRA CAPITAL

Istanbul-based Mediterra Capital 

is a leading private equity firm 

focusing on the mid-market and 

SME sector in Turkey.

DatasiteOne, a market-leading SaaS due diligence platform,  
enables dealmakers around the world to focus on the deal, not  
the data room. Sophisticated analytics, ironclad security and  
world-class support make DatasiteOne the cloud-based virtual  
data room of choice for M&A and securities professionals in  
more than 170 countries. 
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